LED collection

Luminaires for kitchens,
living rooms and bedrooms

Architectural luminaires
for bathrooms

Luminaires for
classic furniture

Architectural luminaires and
commercial lighting

Sensors and LED converters

ABOUT US

Style and innovation:
our idea of furniture lighting.
We design and create luminaires, accessories and control systems for the
furniture lighting sector. We offer a comprehensive and unique range of
solutions in terms of quality, xstyle and technological innovation.
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ABOUT US

We design light,
inspired by tangible desires.
Facing evolving technology and the transformations of design competitively, we
can harmoniously merge style and function in our products, offering precise
and innovative answers to the most diverse needs.

Watch the corporate video

Download the company profile

www.domusline.com
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ABOUT US

GLOBAL MARKET ACCESS

A precise
commitment:

to facilitate the sale
of our products
worldwide.
When designing and manufacturing lighting devices, we are
committed to providing certainties people can count on. Our
distinctive global approach is also reflected in our ability to
facilitate the business of our customers worldwide, by offering
products strictly compliant with international standards.
Lighting devices are subject to very
strict regulations, which change
from country to country, meaning
we need to give them a specific set
of marks, markings and certificates,
maintained through regular checks
and inspections by independent
bodies.
Complying meticulously with the
laws regulating product responsibility
in the various markets, we give
all our devices a complete set of
certificates, so we and our partners,
whether furniture manufacturers or

distributors, can export anywhere,
with no operational hitches with
customs, or even bans from access
to specific markets.
We extend the compulsory certificates
with voluntary forms of certification,
essential to allow our partners,
whether distributors or furniture
manufacturers who incorporate
lighting systems in their finished
furniture, to export our devices to
every corner of the planet, with the
certainty that they can access any
market.

FIND OUT MORE,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
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ABOUT US

CE marking

European Union, Iceland, Norway and Switzerland
The CE marking, compulsory for European Union countries, confirms that
our products are compliant with all Community requirements with regard
to design, manufacture, placing on the market, use and disposal.

ENEC Mark

European Union, Iceland, Norway, Switzerland and Turkey
The voluntary ENEC mark confirms that we have the tests and
inspections required for the CE marking of our products performed by an
independent, external organisation, which guarantees our transparency
and our determination to comply with the Community directives.

UL Mark

USA e Canada
The voluntary UL mark certifies products’ conformity after thorough
inspection, in accordance with the UL standards for the United States
and CSA for Canada, performed by independent global organisation
Underwrites Laboratories Inc. North American consumers recognise the
UL mark as one of the most trusted symbols.

EAC Mark

Countries of the Eurasian Customs Union: Russian Federation,
Republic of Belarus, Republic of Kazakhstan, Republic of
Kyrgyzstan, Armenia
The compulsory EAC mark proves that our products comply with all the
technical regulations of the Eurasian Customs Union. It is the prerequisite
for placing lighting devices on the markets of all Eurasian Customs Union
member states.

RCM Mark

Australia and New Zealand
With our test and electromagnetic compatibility reports, we are able to
ensure that our devices certified with the RCM mark can be exported to
these countries.

CB SCHEME

International Scheme
The CB SCHEME is the world’s most widely adopted system for the certification of
electrical and electronic products, including lighting devices. Our membership of this
programme, used between business partners on the basis of mutual recognition of safety
test reports and certificates, serves as an international “passport”, earning our products
guaranteed access to the markets of more than 80 countries.

www.domusline.com
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ABOUT US

Domus Line is constantly committed to implementing a process of continuous
and structured improvement of its company processes, complying with the
international standards governing and guaranteeing quality (ISO 9001),
environmental responsibility (ISO 14001) and health and safety at work
(OSHAS 18001).
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
OHSAS 18001:2007

ETI BASE CODE
Domus Line complies with and respects the principles of the ETI code of ethics.
The ETI code of ethics is promoted by the Ethical Trading Initiative - an alliance of
businesses, trade unions and NGOs which promote compliance with the rights of
workers throughout the world. Domus Line complies with and strictly implements
these ethical principles in the company, convinced that a healthy, serene working
environment is one of the factors of success of its business.
But the application of these ethical standards does not stop at our company:
Domus Line monitors and is constantly committed to ensuring that these rules are
also complied with by its local and international suppliers.

ASSIL - National Association of Lighting Manufacturers
ASSIL includes around 80 manufacturers of lighting, electrical components for
lighting, LED light sources, and is one of the most representative associations
working in the Italian lighting design market. ASSIL associates have a global turnover
of over 2.8 billion €, and develop over 65% of Italy’s total turnover in this sector,
employing over 8,000 staff. The Association’s Mission is to represent, protect and
support the member companies to foster the growth of a quality industry based on
Innovation and Internationalisation. ASSIL is a member of ANIE Confindustria and
a founding member of LightingEurope.
www.assil.it - www.anie.it

LIGHTING EUROPE - European Association of Lighting Manufacturers
Lighting Europe is the industry association that represents the lighting industry in
Europe. It is the voice of more than 1000 lighting companies. The Association's
mission is to promote efficient lighting practices for the benefit of the global
environment, human comfort and the health and safety of consumers.
www.lightingeurope.org

Consorzio ECOLIGHT
ECOLIGHT is one of Italy’s largest WEEE (waste electrical and electric equipment)
management consortia. The Consortium manages the collection and processing of
waste from all WEEE categories, batteries and accumulators, to ensure fulfilment
of legal requirements. Its action is based on a code of ethics, the charter of moral
rights and duties, and is a key instrument for guaranteeing the fair and effective
management of all transactions and human relations.
www.ecolight.it

EnabLED

Licensing Program for LED
Luminaires and Retrofit Bulbs

Member
Domus Line S.r.l.
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EnabLED - Licensing Program for LED Luminaires and Retrofit Bulbs
Domus Line is a partner of the EnabLED licensing program for LED Luminaires
and Retrofit Bulbs” (Signify - Philips Lighting), world leader in the LED-connected
lighting products, systems and services sector. Through the agreement, Domus
Line has access to over 3000 world patents and more than 400 cutting-edge
technologies patented by Signify. More information is available at
www.domusline.com/company/cooperation-and-associations

www.domusline.com
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POLAR SE

POLAR SE
Domus Line
design

LED luminaire for under cabinet lighting
Materials:
aluminium, polycarbonate
Finishes:
aluminium, black matt, polished white
Light source:
LGP LED module
Wiring:
2000mm
Application type:
under cabinet, under shelf
Installation:
surface

10

POLAR SE is a luminaire made entirely of aluminium with a thickness of only 5mm. The
luminaire integrates a special LGP LED cluster which offers a wide and diffused light projection,
without the dot-effect. POLAR SE has been designed for rapid mounting on the surface and on
the wall with only two screws. This makes it possible to conceal the power cable directly on
the back of the cabinet without having to plan preventive and complex holes in the cabinet.

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3000 K

Luminous flux

325 lm

Luminous efficiency

65 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 80

www.domusline.com

POLAR SE

*

POLAR SE
without switch
Code

Watt & Volt

Light colour

Code

Finish

13256_ _B/1

5W @ 24Vdc

warm white

05

aluminium

32

black matt

56

polished white

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

24Vdc

*

POLAR SE SDM
with master touchless dimmer switch
Code

Watt & Volt

Light colour

Code

Finish

13256_ _B/2

5W @ 24Vdc

warm white

05

aluminium

32

black matt

56

polished white

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

24Vdc

POLAR SE SDM incorporates an electronic infrared switch
that turns on, off and adjusts the luminous intensity of the
luminaire.

FINISHES
*
For UL-certified model codes,
contact us.

ALUMINIUM (code 05)
www.domusline.com

BLACK MATT (code 32)

POLISHED WHITE (code 56)
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PENDY

PENDY
Domus Line
design

Hanging LED profile
Materials:
aluminium, thermoplastic polymers
Finishes:
aluminium, black matt, white matt
Light source:
UHE LED module (240 LED/m)
Wiring:
connection box
Application:
kitchen
Installation:
ceiling

12

PENDY is a symmetrically projecting profile for hanging installation from ceilings. PENDY
integrates a high light-emitting UHE strip led (240 LED/m) and converter. Also available with
CALL ME remote control.

*

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3000 K

Luminous efficiency

70 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 90

* values referring to PENDY UHE XD 1000mm

www.domusline.com

PENDY

PENDY UHE
with CALL ME remote control
Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Code

Finish

13423_ _B/UHE

900mm

16,8W @ 230Vac warm white

Light colour

05

aluminium

13424_ _B/UHE

1200mm

22,6W @ 230Vac warm white

32

black matt

54

white matt

BUILT-IN LED CONVERTER. SUPPLIED WITH CALL ME V17 REMOTE CONTROL.

230V

N The length of the support wires is from min. 1 cm to max
100 cm. The length can be decided during installation.

N

WHITE (F01)

PENDY UHE XD integrates X-DRIVER,
the all-in-one LED converter by
Domus Line. With X-DRIVER you
can switch the luminaire on, off or
adjust the brightness using a CALL
ME remote control.

ALUMINIUM (F05)

BLACK (F03)

On request, PENDY UHE XD with
X-DRIVER + CM3-XD is available.
This set allows to switch on,
switch off and adjust the light
intensity from smartphones, via the
DOMUS4U App.

FINISHES

ALUMINIUM (code 05)
www.domusline.com

BLACK MATT (code 32)

WHITE MATT (code 54)
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WOLF

WOLF
Domus Line
design

LED profile for under-cabinet lighting
Materials:
aluminium, polycarbonate,
thermoplastic polymers
Finishes:
aluminium, black matt
Light source:
SMD LED module
Wiring:
NV (for continuous row)
Application:
under cabinet
Installation:
surface

14

WOLF is a modular LED profile with an integrated 220-240 Vac LED converter for undercabinet installation. Equipped with diffuser with asymmetrical projection of the light beam,
switch an connection system in continuous line.

*

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3000 K

Luminous efficiency

75 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 80

* values referring to WOLF 1200mm

www.domusline.com

WOLF

WOLF
with on/off switch
Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Light colour

Code

Finish

13261_ _*B

600mm

10W @ 230Vac

warm white

05

aluminium

13262_ _*B

900mm

15W @ 230Vac

warm white

32

black matt

BUILT-IN LED CONVERTER. POWER CORD TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

230V

WOLF
cables
A

Ref.

Code

Length

Code

Finish

A

11623_ _*/200/S power supply cable

Model

2000mm

01

white

B

11624_ _*/100/S interconnecting cable

1000mm

03

black

B

The power cord (supplied
separately) can exit the profile
radially, axially, in parallel or
perpendicularly, making it easier
to conceal behind a cabinet.

WOLF can be fitted in continuous
rows, thanks to a special backto-back connector integrated in
each luminaire.

DETAIL OF THE BACK-TO-BACK
CONNECTOR

POWER CORD EXITING BACK

WOLF is quick and easy to install
using the two screws supplied.

DETAIL OF THE ON/OFF SWITCH

POWER CORD EXITING PARALLEL

FINISHES

ALUMINIUM (code 05)
www.domusline.com

BLACK MATT (code 32)
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BASKI

BASKI
Domus Line
design

LED profile for drawers and
pull-out baskets
Materials:
aluminium, polycarbonate,
thermoplastic polymers
Finishes:
aluminium
Light source:
SHE LED module (180 LED/m)
Wiring:
2000mm
Application:
base units with drawers,
pull-out baskets or doors
Installation:
to the sides of the cabinet's frame

16

BASKI is a luminaire designed for application in kitchen base units. It is installed on the side
of the frame with thicknesses of 16mm, 18mm or 19mm. The profile integrates one or two
sensors to switch it on and off automatically when the door is opened and closed.

*

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3000 K

Luminous efficiency

85 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 90

* values referring to BASKI SHE 1200mm

www.domusline.com

BASKI

*

BASKI SHE IR
with proximity sensor/s
Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Finishes

Light colour

1332005B/SHE

600mm

7,2W @ 24Vdc

aluminium

warm white

1332105B/SHE

800mmN

10,5W @ 24Vdc

aluminium

warm white

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.
N

configuration with two sensors for units with double doors.

24Vdc

This profile integrates a stripled
with OSRAM Opto Semiconductors
diodes.

BASKI SHE IR has an infrared end-stop sensor so that the cabinet
interior light switches on and off when the door opens and closes.
The sensor's sensitivity depends on the material and finish of the
door in front of it.
The 800mm model integrats two sensors for installation in base
units with double doors.

FINISHES
*
For UL-certified model codes,
contact us.

ALUMINIUM (code 05)
www.domusline.com
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BLADE TD

BLADE TD
Domus Line
design

Surface aluminium LED profile
Materials:
aluminium, polycarbonate,
thermoplastic polymers
Finiture:
aluminium
Light source:
UHE LED module (280 LED/m)
Wiring:
2000mm
Application type:
under cabinet
Installation:
surface

18

BLADE TD is a profile of only 10mm thick, characterised by an asymmetrical light projection,
obtained with a “groove” configuration that shields the screen to cancel out the glare effect.
Designed for surface-mounted installation against wall, it is available in UHE version (280
LED/m) and is supplied with concealed fixing clips and touch dimmer sensor.

Lux *

cm

80°
30

1000

50

450

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3000 K

Luminous efficiency

82 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 80

80cm

* values referring to BLADE UHE 1000mm

www.domusline.com

BLADE UHE TD DX
with touch dimmable switch on right side
Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Finishes

Light colour

1357505B/UHE

600mm

5,3W @ 24Vdc

aluminium

warm white

1357605B/UHE

800mm

7,3W @ 24Vdc

aluminium

warm white

1357705B/UHE

900mm

8,3W @ 24Vdc

aluminium

warm white

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

24Vdc

-

+

BLADE TD incorporates an
electronic touch dimmer switch,
which adjusts the brightness
and turns the luminaire
on and off “at a touch”.

-

+

BLADE TD is easily installed on
surface with steel clips hidden
on the back of the profile.

BLADE UHE TD DX
Designed for under cabinet against the
wall installation with switch on right side.
Light projection towards the center of the
worktop.

FINISHES

ALUMINIUM (code 05)
www.domusline.com
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GOCCIA HE IFR

GOCCIA HE IFR
Giuseppe Bavuso
design

Wardrobe rail profile
with integrated lighting
Materials:
aluminium, polycarbonate,
thermoplastic polymers
Finiture:
aluminium
Light source:
HE LED module (120 LED/m)
Wiring:
2000mm
Application type:
wardrobes
Installation:
surface
Patented

20

GOCCIA is both a lighting profile and a clothing rack. Designed by Giuseppe Bavuso, it
combines high-tech performance with visual attractiveness. The details of the
teardrop-shaped side heads and the presence sensor housing are particularly striking. The
fixture is also equipped with a transparent covering to protect the profile from coat hangers.

*

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3100 K

Luminous efficiency

85 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 80

* values referring to GOCCIA HE 900mm

www.domusline.com

GOCCIA HE IFR

*

GOCCIA HE IFR
with presence sensor (PIR)
Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Finishes

Light colour

1219705B/HE

740mm

5,8W @ 24Vdc

aluminium

warm white

1219805B/HE

900mm

7,2W @ 24Vdc

aluminium

warm white

1219905B/HE

1060mm

9,1W @ 24Vdc

aluminium

warm white

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

24Vdc

GOCCIA HE IFR's passive infrared sensor detects
movement and temperature changes within a symmetrical
cone of around 80 degrees.
See the infographic for more
details on the operation and
correct installation of
GOCCIA HE IFR.

FINISHES
*
For UL-certified model codes,
contact us.

ALUMINIUM (code 05)
www.domusline.com
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ATOM

ATOM
Domus Line
design

LED spotlight with diffuse light
projection
Materials:
polycarbonate, thermoplastic polymers
Finishes:
black, satin nickel, matt white
Light source:
LGP LED module
Wiring:
2000mm
Application type:
universal
Installation:
recessed

22

ATOM is a spotlight designed for recessed installation in a hole Ø57mm just 8mm deep. It is
installed on wood panels with both through and blind holes. ATOM incorporates a special
LED module with LPG diffuser, ensuring a uniform projection beam without the dot effect.

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3000 K

Luminous flux

180 lm

Luminous efficiency

60 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 80

www.domusline.com

ATOM

*

ATOM
Code

Watt & Volt

Finishes

Light colour

1261903B

3W @ 24Vdc

black

warm white

1261917B

3W @ 24Vdc

satin nickel

warm white

1261954B

3W @ 24Vdc

matt white

warm white

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

24Vdc

Inclined spacers are available on
request for surface installation:

Spacers are available on request for
surface installation:
Code

Finish

Code

Finish

2008003

black

2007903

black

2008017

satin nickel

2007917

satin nickel

matt white

2007954

matt white

2008054

FINISHES
*
For UL-certified model codes,
contact us.

BLACK (code 03)
www.domusline.com

SATIN NICKEL (code 17)

MATT WHITE (code 54)
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FLEXYLED SE H4-24

FLEXYLED SE H4-24
Domus Line
design

Recessed LED profile in silicone
Materials:
silicone, thermoplastic polymers
Finiture:
white
Light source:
SHE LED module (180 LED/m)
Wiring:
2000mm
Application type:
universal
Installation:
recessed

24

FLEXYLED SE H4-24 is a 24Vdc flexible linear LED strip developed by implementing a new
extrusion technology of diffusing silicone materials. FLEXYLED SE H4-24 is specifically
designed for recessed installation in grooves with a width of just 4 millimetres and a depth of
8 millimetres flushed with the panel. Available in four pre-wired modules (100, 200, 250 and
300 centimetres), it can be divided every 33 millimetres.
Lux *

cm

100°
30

400

50

210

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3100 K

Luminous efficiency

75 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 90

120cm

* values referring to FLEXYLED SE H4-24 1000mm

www.domusline.com

FLEXYLED SE H4-24

FLEXYLED SE H4-24
180 LED/m LED module - with double power cable
Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Light colour

1378601B/100

1000mm

9,6W @ 24Vdc

warm white

1378601B/200

2000mm

19,2W @ 24Vdc

warm white

1378601B/250

2500mm

24W @ 24Vdc

warm white

1378601B/300

3000mm

28,8W @ 24Vdc

warm white

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

24Vdc

EXTREME FLEXIBILITY
Thanks to the flexibility of the strip led,
FLEXYLED SE H4-24 can be used to install the
luminaire in a straight, curved or circular groove
or in any other configuration.

MODULARITY
FLEXYLED SE H4-24 can be divided at
33,33mm intervals (6 LEDs).

33,33mm

PRESS-ON INSTALLATION
The FLEXYLED SE H4-24 does not require glue
or other kinds of adhesive, as it is made from
soft silicone that is simply pressed into the
groove. It is ideal for the sides of wardrobes.
8mm+0,5/-0mm

TECHNICAL DATA
4mm

www.domusline.com

Power
Power supply
LEDs/metre
Divisibility
Cable
Protection
3M© adeshive

see table
24Vdc
180
3,3cm (6 LED)
2000mm
IP20
no
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FLEXYLED SHE6 PW PRO

FLEXYLED SHE6 PW PRO
Domus Line
design

Flexible pre-wired LED modules
sliding
Materials:
flexible LED strip without adhesive
Covering:
high reflectance paint
Light source:
static light LED module
Number of LEDs:
180 LED/metre
Application type:
universal
Installation:
slide inside small profiles

26

FLEXYLED SHE6 PW PRO is an LED strip with 180 LED/m on a circuit of only 6 mm wide.
Developed to be integrated “sliding” within small profiles (e.g. APEX), it is supplied in
modules of 100 cm, 200 cm, 250 cm and 300 cm with power supply and connector
(prewired). These modules are designed with reinforced soldered power supply cable
terminals which ensure good solidity.
Lux *

cm

100°
30

3300

50

1650

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3100 K

Luminous efficiency

85 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 90

120cm

* values referring to FLEXYLED SHE6 PW PRO 1000mm

www.domusline.com

FLEXYLED SHE6 PW PRO

*

FLEXYLED SHE6 PW PRO
modules with 180 LED/metre
Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Light colour

1382701B/SHE

2000mm

28,8W @ 24Vdc

warm white

1382801B/SHE

2500mm

36W @ 24Vdc

warm white

1382901B/SHE

3000mm

43,2W @ 24Vdc

warm white

LED CONVERTER NOT INCLUDED. TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

24Vdc

This profile integrates a stripled
with OSRAM Opto Semiconductors
diodes.

TECHNICAL DATA
Power
Power supply
LEDs/metre
Divisibility
Cable
Protection
3M© adeshive

14,4W/m
24Vdc
180
3,3cm (6 LED)
2000mm
IP20
no

*
For UL-certified model codes,
contact us.

www.domusline.com
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APEX

APEX
Domus Line
design

Polycarbonate profile for recessed
installation

APEX is designed for recessed installation using a through-milled groove 9mm wide and 11mm deep. APEX
is recommended for horizontal installation under kitchen cabinets, sideboards, bookshelves and shelves.

Materials:
polycarbonate, thermoplastic polymers
Finish:
white
Light source:
not included
* compatible with FLEXYLED SHE6 PW
PRO (see page 26)
Application type:
under cabinet, under shelf
Installation:
recessed

28
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APEX

APEX
polycarbonate profile for recessed groove installation
Code

Model

Length

Finish

3055301/300

A - Polycarbonate profile

3000 mm

white

4008601

B - 2 heads for through-milled groove

white

C - 2 heads for blind groove

white

LIGHT SOURCE NOT INCLUEDED. COMPATIBLE WITH FLEXYLED SHE6 PW PRO (SEE PAGE 26).

A

B

C

APEX's unique shape hides the irregular edges
of the groove (mouse-bite). By making a 0.7
mm chamfer at 45°, it is possible to reduce the
protrusion from the groove by a further 0.4mm.

www.domusline.com

0,8 - 1 mm

0,4 - 0,6 mm

11mm

11mm

9mm

9mm

STANDARD RECESS

RECESS WITH CHAMFER
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AALTO

AALTO
Domus Line
design

Applique for bathroom mirror
with dual use bracket
Materials:
metal alloy
Finishes:
black matt
Light source:
LED SMD module
Wiring:
800mm
Application type:
bathroom mirrors
Installation:
“dual use” on mirror profile, on the
edge of the mirror

30

AALTO is a luminaire for mirrors provided with a particular “full light” diffuser with side
projection. The light projection of the luminaire is homogeneous, diffused and devoid of the
dotted effect typical of traditional LED luminaires.

Lux *

cm

80°
30

1500

50

670

Colour appearance

warm white

Colour temperature

3000 K

Luminous efficiency

80 lm/W

CRI

Ra ≥ 80

80cm

* values referring to AALTO 500mm

www.domusline.com

AALTO

AALTO

IP44

for installation on mirrors
Code

Length

Watt & Volt

Finishes

Light colour

1224232B

300mm

5W @ 230Vac

black matt

warm white

1224332B

500mm

8W @ 230Vac

black matt

warm white

BUILT-IN LED CONVERTER.

230V

105

39

L

DUAL USE BRACKET
AALTO comes with integrated LED converter
and a special “dual use” bracket for fitting on
the profile or on the edge of the mirror with a
maximum thickness of 6mm.

FINISHES

BLACK MATT (code 32)
www.domusline.com
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ACCESSORIES

SENSORS and CONVERTERS
REMOTE CONTROLS

TOUCH SWITCHES

INFRARED SENSORS

SMART LED CONVERTERS

Remote controls are specifically
designed for interior furniture,
configured for controlling 24Vdc
devices. They can be used to turn

Touch Switches are built around
capacitive technology. They
enable switching on, switching
off and adjusting light intensity by
a simple touch.

Surface or recessed sensors,
with limit switch set up, are
activated by opening and closing
the door at whose rear the sensor
was installed.

Available the new multi-voltage
(110-240 Vac) X-DRIVER converter
for 24Vdc LED luminaires. It has
a detachable power cord and is
available with standard international
plugs. X-DRIVER is combined
with three control modules which
activate two infrared sensor
outputs, or turn the power unit
into a wireless receiver for remote
commands, or a device to manage
connected luminaires from a
smartphone.

the lights on and off and to control the
brightness of the luminaires.

32
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X-DRIVER

X-DRIVER
Make your home smart with X-DRIVER
The new smart X-DRIVER LED converter, available in three powers (15W, 30W and 60W)
is an all-in-one device. Four control modules operate two outputs for infrared and
presence sensors, or convert the power supply into a wireless receiver for remote controls
and, using Bluetooth technology or Wi-Fi, into a luminaire to control all Domus line LED
luminaires by smartphone or voice control devices. X-DRIVER is a multi-net power supply
(110-240Vac) for either 12Vdc or 24Vdc LED luminaires with a Plug&Play power cord
available with standard international plugs. X-DRIVER is a multi-net power supply
(110-240Vac) for either 12Vdc or 24Vdc LED luminaires with a Plug&Play power cord
available with standard international plugs. ENEC, CB Scheme, EAC, UL, RCM approved,
X-DRIVER is a universal power supply which can be exported worldwide.

X-DRIVER
Domus Line
design

All-in-one LED converter

DOMUS4U
APP COMPATIBLE WITH X-DRIVER TO
MANAGE LIGHTS FROM SMARTPHONES.

DOMUS4U WI-FI
APP COMPATIBLE WITH X-DRIVER TO
MANAGE LIGHTS FROM SMARTPHONES.

Input:
110-240Vac
Output:
24Vdc
Power:
15W, 30W, 60W
Power cord:
Plug & Play
Connection system:
Micro24

Apple and the Apple logo are
trademarks of Apple Inc.
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Google Play and the Google Play
logo are trademarks of Google Inc.
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X-DRIVER

X-DRIVER collection
SMART LED UNIVERSAL CONVERTER

CM2-XD _ RF remote control
CM3-XD _ Bluetooth for app
CM4-XD _ Wi-Fi for App

EUROPE standard

IR WI-XD WIRELESS

12Vdc

24Vdc

PIR WI-XD WIRELESS

X-DRIVER + CM3 + DOMUS4U APP
This configuration can control up to 5
independent X-DRIVER devices after
downloading the DOMUS4U app.

CM4-XD _ the new Wi-Fi module
The new CM4-XD control module activates
the wireless function, which allows
X-DRIVER to interface with the home Wi-Fi
network: so it will be possible also to control
and adjust the lights via Amazon Echo
voice-controlled devices.

X-DRIVER + CM2 + CALL ME
With this configuration, an
unlimited number of X-DRIVER
devices can be combined
with a single wireless remote
control, provided they are no
more than 15 metres away.
WATCH THE TUTORIAL VIDEOS

www.domusline.com
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X-DRIVER

X-DRIVER 15/24D
0859301N

Input

110-240Vac

Output

24Vdc

Power

15W

Input wiring

Plug&Play power cord with standard
EU plug1

Output wiring

Built-in distributor with 4 Micro24 female
connectors

49

Code

16

for 24Vdc LED

171
187

24Vdc

X-DRIVER 30/24D
0859501N

Input

110-240Vac

Output

24Vdc

Power

30W

Input wiring

Plug&Play power cord with standard
EU plug1

Output wiring

Built-in distributor with 6 Micro24 female
connectors

60

Code

16

for 24Vdc LED

202
218

24Vdc

X-DRIVER 60/24D 2.0
for 24Vdc LED
Code

0869901N

Input

110-240Vac

Output

24Vdc

Power

60W

Input wiring

Plug&Play power cord with standard
EU plug1

Output wiring

Built-in distributor with 6 Micro24 female
connectors

24Vdc

1

Sold separately.
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X-DRIVER

POWER CORD
for X-DRIVER collection
Code

Standard

1159701/S

2000mm Plug&Play power cord with 2P Europlug and IEC C7 connector

CONTROL MODULES
for X-DRIVER
Type

Code

Model

Application functions

A

1755301/S

CM2-XD

2.4G wireless remote controls, IR WI-XD and PIR WI-XD

B

1755401/S

CM3-XD

Bluetooth remote controls, IR-XD and PIR-XD

C

1781501/S

CM4-XD

Wi-Fi remote controls

A
B
C

A

The CM2-XD control module transforms the power
supply into a wireless receiver for remote controls, to
be purchased separately.

B

The CM3-XD control module activates the Bluetooth
function for managing the lights from smartphones,
via the DOMUS4U App.

C

The CM4-XD control module enables the wireless
function, which allows X-DRIVER to interface with the
Wi-Fi network.

CALL ME V17
for X-DRIVER

white

www.domusline.com

black

aluminium

Code

Model

Setup and functions

Finish

1758401

CALL ME V17

Single-channel dimmer remote control

white

1758403

CALL ME V17

Single-channel dimmer remote control

black

1758410

CALL ME V17

Single-channel dimmer remote control

aluminium

CALL ME V17 remote controls can be used to turn the lights on and off and
to control the brightness of the luminaires connected to the receiver module.
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PIR WI-XD
Wireless infrared presence sensor
Code

Model

Set up and fuction

Finish

1780603

PIR WI-XD

On-off wireless presence self-powered sensor

nero

1780610

PIR WI-XD

On-off wireless presence self-powered sensor

alluminio

How PIR WI-XD works
*

PIR WI-XD is a self-powered wireless presence sensor (with lithium
battery) which can be configured with the entire collection of X-DRIVER
and X-DRIVER TW converters, complete with CM2-XD or CM2-XD TW
module.
The system is set up simply by pressing the warning light on the
X-DRIVER and the configuration button located on the front of the PIR
WI-XD enclosure.

ROUND HOLDER

Each set-up is independent. In this manner, up to 7 PIR WI-XD devices
can be configured with only one X-DRIVER and X-DRIVER TW converter.
The wireless solution and the possibility of installing recessed PIR
WI-XD, using the same supports as CALL ME V17, mean quick and
extremely simple installation.

SQUARE HOLDER

SURFACE SUPPORT

* PIR WI-XD is supplied with supports for recessed
installation (both square and round) or on the surface.

IR WI-XD
Wireless infrared proximity sensor
Code

Model

Set up and fuction

Finish

1780810

IR WI-XD DSW

On-off touchless dimmer self-powered sensor

aluminium

1780803

IR WI-XD DSW

On-off touchless dimmer self-powered sensor

nero

How IR WI-XD works
IR WI-XD is a self-powered wireless proximity sensor (with lithium
battery) which can be configured with the entire collection of X-DRIVER
and X-DRIVER TW converters, complete with CM2-XD or CM2-XD TW
module.
The system is set up simply by pressing the warning light on the
X-DRIVER and configuration button located on the back of the
IR WI-XD enclosure.
Each set-up is independent. In this manner, up to 7 IR WI-XD devices
can be configured with only one X-DRIVER and X-DRIVER TW
converter.
The wireless solution and the easily replaceable battery make
installation quick and extremely simple.
The IR WI-XD DSW sensor may also be used with X-DRIVER TW with
on/off and colour changeable functions, while with X-DRIVER with on/
off and dimmer functions.
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ACCESSORIES

DOTTI
dimmer touch switch
Code

Input

Output

Power

Connectors

Finish

1774005

24Vdc

24Vdc

72W

Micro24

aluminium

24Vdc

-

+

How DOTTI works
Turn on or off simply with a quick touch. Touch
for longer to adjust light intensity (dimmer
function).

IR 2.0 FC
back-of-door proximity sensor
Code

Input

Output

Power

Connector

0856401

24Vdc

24Vdc

48W

Micro24

24Vdc

How IR 2.0 FC works

recessed installation

In limit-switch mode, IR 2.0 FC turns the luminaire connected to it on and
off when the door is opened or closed. For perfect IR 2.0 FC operation, it
is recommended not to use doors with reflective, brilliant or mirrored white
surfaces.
It is also recommended to observe the
minimum and maximum distance of
the sensor from the door, as indicated
in the installation manual.
The IR 2.0 FC set-up can be changed
by pressing the button for 3 seconds
and then switching to the IR 2.0 SD
set-up to dimmer switch mode.

surface installation

www.domusline.com
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LED CONVERTERS

SL60/24D
for 24Vdc LED
Code

0858801

Input

220-240Vac

Output

24Vdc

Power

60W

Input wiring

2000mm power cord with standard EU
plug

Output wiring

500mm cord with 10-ways Micro24
female distributor

24Vdc

SLT75-24VL-2
for 24Vdc LED
Code

0863601

Input

110-240Vac

Output

24Vdc

Power

75W

Input wiring

2000mm power cord with
standard EU plug

Output wiring

500mm cord with 9-ways Micro24 female
distributor

24Vdc

LEO 100/24D
0866301

Input

220-240Vac

Output

24Vdc

Power

100W

Input wiring

2000mm power cord with
standard EU plug

Output wiring

500mm cord with 10-ways Micro24
female distributor

65

Code

31,5

for 24Vdc LED

180

24Vdc
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DIMMABLE LED CONVERTERS

SLD30/24D
for 24Vdc LED

24Vdc

-

+

Code

0866701

Input

220-240Vac

Output

24Vdc

Power

5-30W

Input wiring

2000mm power cord with Europlug

Output wiring

500mm cord with 9-way Micro24
female distributor

TRIAC
DIMMER

SLD75/24D
for 24Vdc LED

24Vdc

-

+

Code

0864801

Input

220-240Vac

Output

24Vdc

Power

12-75W

Input wiring

2000mm power cord with Europlug

Output wiring

500mm cord with 9-way Micro24
female distributor

TRIAC
DIMMER

(not supplied)
Distributor

How SLD works
SLD is a constant-voltage dimmer TRIAC LED Converter with a constantly variable dimmer (not
supplied). It is supplied with a Micro24 distributor on the output and a power cord with EU plug.

www.domusline.com
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Appliance classification according to degree of electric shock protection
Class I luminaire

Luminaire in which protection against electric shock does not rely on basic insulation only, but which includes an
additional safety precaution in such a way that means are provided for the connection of accessible conductive parts
to the protective (earthing) conductor in the fixed wiring of the installation in such a way that accessible conductive
parts cannot become live in the event of a failure of the basic insulation.

Class II luminaire

Luminaire in which protection against electric shock does not rely on basic insulation only, but in which additional
safety precautions such as double insulation or reinforced insulation are provided, there being no provision for
protective earthing or reliance upon installation conditions.

Class III luminaire

Luminaire in which protection against electric shock relies on supply at safety extra-low voltage (SELV) and in which
voltages higher than those of SELV are not generated.

Appliance classification according to degree of protection against penetration by solids and liquids

IP44

IP44 protection degree

Protected by solid bodies exceeding 1.0 mm. Protected against water splashes. For super low voltage lighting
equipment (12Vdc, 24Vdc and 350mA), the protection solely regards the equipment and not the connection system.
For all led converters, the protection solely regards the enclosure and not the connection system and the power
supply cable plug.

Other symbols
Independent lamp
controlgear

Lamp controlgear consisting of one or more separate elements so designed that it can be mounted separately outside
a luminaire, with protection according to the marking of the lamp controlgear and without any additional enclosure.

SELV - safety extra low
voltage

SELV (voltage which does not exceed 50 V a.c. r.m.s. or 120 V ripple free d.c. between conductors, or between
any conductor and earth voltage band I of IEC 60449 ) in a circuit which is insulated from the mains supply by an
insulation not less than that between the primary and secondary circuits of a safety isolating transformer according
to IEC 61558-2-6 or equivalent.

Inside use

Equipment designed for indoor use only.

Norms and directives

CE

All the lighting appliances published in this catalog with the corresponding CE mark, have been designed and
manufactured in compliance to the applicable European Directive (2014/30/EU, 2014/35/EU, 2011/65/EU).
It guarantees the right of this product to be freely commercialized in all the states members of the European
Union. Domus Line guarantee the compliance following the demand of the European-EN technical standard (and
consequently international-IEC).

ENEC

ENEC is the high quality European Mark for electrical products that demonstrates compliance with European
standards (EN).

CB SCHEME

The CB Scheme is an international system for mutual acceptance of test reports and certificates dealing with the
safety of electrical and electronic components, equipment and products. It is a multilateral agreement among
participating countries and certification organizations, based on the use of international standards (IEC).

UL-ETL

This certification marks demonstrate compliance to the requirements of widely accepted product safety standards for
USA and CANADA, as determined through independent testing and periodic follow-up inspections by a certification
body.

RCM

The RCM is a symbol signifying that a supplier has taken the necessary steps to have the product comply with the
electrical safety and/or electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) legislative requirements of Australia and New Zealand.

EAC

EAC - The EurAsian Conformity Mark – EAC certified the conformity of the products according the rules of the
Customs Union (Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan). It is issued by independent certification body.

WEEE (Waste of
electric and electronic
equipment)

The product must be disposed of separately from household waste. The item should be handed for recycling centers
according the local enviromental rule for waste disposal. Appropriate separate collection of waste contributes to
preventing negative effects on the environment and health and it encourages the reuse and/or recycling of materials.
Illegal disposal entails the application of administrative sanctions provided by local law.

Notes
All Domus Line luminaires are suitable for direct mounting on normally flammable surfaces such as that of the furniture.
Devices with non-replaceable LED module
Energy efficiency class: A++, A+, A
EU Directive 2009/125/EC and relative Regulation :
No. 1194/2012/UE, No. 1428/2015/UE.
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Warranty
Each unit is fully guaranteed for a period of 24 months from the date of delivery. From the warranty are excluded all defects caused by force majeure
(lightning, fire, etc..), as well as any damage caused by improper use of equipment. The products must be installed and/or used in accordance with
the specifications and instructions given by Domus Line Srl. They must also be installed and/or used in compliance with the provisions governing
the installation and/or use of electric material force in the country where the products are installed and/or used. To this end, the buyer expressly
releases Domus Line Srl from any responsibility for improper use, failure to comply with safety standards, technical specifications and instructions
for use. The products which do not meet the standards and/or specifications in force in the European Union, will only be provided to the buyer
that in the order specifies that the destination country does not belong to the European Union and indicating to have exhausted all the controls on
compatibility of safety standards in force in the country outside the EU for which they are intended. In the absence of other arrangements for testing
of the equipment, the standards established by the CEI (Italian Electrotechnical Committee) are valid. The warranty is void without fail in the event
of tampering with the equipment by persons or technicians not specifically authorized by Domus Line Srl. The warranty does not cover normal wear
and tear or the consequences of improper installation, nor the failure and/or breaks caused by inexperience and/or neglect.

scan for general conditions of sale
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